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These release notes contain late-breaking and important information for 
release 8.1.7 of the Fujitsu Siemens PRIMERGY Oracle8i Appliance.

The following topics are discussed:

■ Initial Hardware Setup

■ Boot Messages

■ BIOS

■ 2 or 4 GB Memory Limitation

■ Expansion Cards

■ Network Cards

■ RAID Array

■ Recovering From a System Disk Failure
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Initial Hardware Setup
Before configuring your Fujitsu Siemens PRIMERGY Oracle8i Appliance, 
you must set up the hardware. Do not power on the appliance at this time.

Refer to the appropriate PRIMERGY Server System Operating Manual:

Boot Messages
You can ignore the following message if it appears while booting your 
Fujitsu Siemens PRIMERGY Oracle8i Appliance:

"WARNING: mlx_tran_tgt_init: non-zero lun on chn x tgt y cannot be 
supported"

where x is a channel number and y is a target number on the Mylex 
DAC960PRL Raid Controller.

Model Operating Manual

N400 PRIMERGY N400 Server System

H400 PRIMERGY H400 Server System

K400 PRIMERGY K400 Server System

470 PRIMERGY 400/200 Server Systems

E200 PRIMERGY E200 Server Systems

IMPORTANT: Because a Fujitsu Siemens PRIMERGY Oracle8i 
Appliance is preinstalled and preconfigured, do not follow the 
steps in the "Configuring the server" section of the Operating 
Manual.

Note: The channel and target numbers may vary for each 
appliance.
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BIOS
This section provides information about various BIOS issues.

Changing the Default Date and Time

While configuring your Fujitsu Siemens PRIMERGY Oracle8i Appliance, 
you can change the default date and time.

Chapter 2 of the Oracle Appliance Kit Getting Started Guide indicates when to 
do this.

To access the BIOS, press F2 during the boot process.

BIOS Version Changes

Unless specifically directed by your support representative, do not change 
the version of the BIOS or firmware. Doing so may affect your warranty. If 
you have any questions, contact Oracle Support Services.

2 or 4 GB Memory Limitation
This table lists the maximum amount of memory that each model supports.

Expansion Cards
Do not move any of the expansion cards to a different slot.

Model Maximum Memory

N400 4 GB

H400 4 GB

K400 4 GB

470 2 GB

E200 4 GB
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Network Cards

N400, H400, K400, and E200 Models

The Fujitsu Siemens PRIMERGY N400, H400, K400, and E200 Oracle8i 
Appliances contain one onboard PRO/100+ network interface, one 
PRO/100+ network card, and one PRO/1000 Gigabit Ethernet network 
card.

■ The onboard PRO/100+ network interface is the primary network card.

■ The PRO/100+ network card is reserved for backing up remotely.

■ The PRO/1000 Gigabit Ethernet network card can be used only for 
Network Attached Storage.

470 Model

The Fujitsu Siemens PRIMERGY 470 Oracle8i Appliance contains one 
onboard PRO/100+ network interface and one PRO/100+ network card.

■ The onboard PRO/100+ network interface is the primary network card.

■ The PRO/100+ network card is reserved for backing up remotely.

In addition, a PRO/1000 Gigabit Ethernet network card may be included 
for Network Attached Storage.

Recovering from Network Card Failure

If the primary network card fails, then you cannot access the database or 
manage the appliance remotely until you replace it.

If the backup network card fails, then you cannot back up remotely until 
you replace it.
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RAID Array
If your Fujitsu Siemens PRIMERGY Oracle8i Appliance includes a RAID 
array, then the appliance has been configured as three system drives.

The first two drives are single drives configured as JBOD. The other drives 
are configured as one RAID 0+1 system logical volume. RAID 0+1 provides 
performance due to striping (RAID 0) and redundancy due to mirroring 
(RAID 1). The entire set of disks is spanned.

If you add disks, then you must use the Global Array Manager (GAM) 
supplied with the Fujitsu Siemens Server Start CD-ROM to configure and 
initialize the new disks.

See the Mylex Disk Array Controller documentation for information on 
how to use this utility.

When you are configuring the new disks in the Global Array Manager, do 
not check the Write Cache box.

Recovering From RAID Disk Failure

Chapter 10 of the Oracle Appliance Kit Administrator’s Guide provides 
information on recovering from RAID disk failure.

If you replace one RAID disk, the hard disk activity LED of the new disk 
blinks as it synchronizes with its mirror disk. When the activity LED stops 
blinking, the new hard disk and mirror disk have been fully synchronized.

IMPORTANT: If you add disks, do not expand the existing logical 
drive to include the new disks. If you do this, you will lose data. 
Instead, use the new disks to create another logical drive.

IMPORTANT: Failure of more than one physical disk in a RAID 
0+1 volume may result in the failure of the complete RAID 
subsystem. Therefore, you should replace a failed disk in the 
RAID subsystem as soon as possible.
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Recovering From a System Disk Failure
This procedure is a supplement to the "Recovering From a System Disk 
Failure" section in Chapter 10 of the Oracle Appliance Kit Administrator’s 
Guide.

To recover from a system disk failure:

1. If possible, shut down your system.

2. Insert the Fujitsu Siemens Server Start CD-ROM and turn off the power.

3. Boot from the CD-ROM by turning on the power.

4. Start Global Array Manager.

5. Determine which drive failed and replace the drive that failed with a 
new one.

6. Make the drive online and initialize it.

7. Insert the Oracle8i Appliance CD-ROM into the CD-ROM drive.

8. Insert the Oracle8i Appliance boot floppy into the floppy disk drive.

9. Turn off the power.

10. Turn on the power.

11. Choose to recover from a system disk failure.

Oracle8i Appliance automatically formats, partitions, and restores the 
correct information to the system disk.

12. When prompted, remove the boot floppy and CD-ROM and press any 
key.

The system restarts.
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